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GAME & EARN
3.5%

DEVELOPMENT
3.5%

LIQUIDITY & BURN
1%

TOKENOMICS

Our tokenomics are taxes applied on tokens being bought & sold. To
ensure the continuous growth of our ecosystem, 3.5% of every trade
will be contributed to the development of utilities & marketing, 1% of

every trade will be contributed towards the liquidity pool to help
provide price stability and defense against chart manipulation. 

 
As part of our long term ambitions, 3.5% of our tokenomics will also
be contributed to both our Passive Income Modules & for injecting

rewards into our game - this will allow investors to generate a
passive income through gaming.

 

CONTRACT AUDITED BY



CIRCULATING SUPPLY

Total Maximum Supply of Kishimoto tokens:
 100,000,000,000 (100 Billion).

Ethereum & Binance Smart Chain
 

Tokens Removed From Circulation (Burned): 
50,000,000,000 (50 Billion)

Ethereum & Binance Smart Chain
 

Total Circulating Supply: 50,000,000,000
(c. 50 Billion Tokens as of 30/09/22)

Ethereum & Binance Smart Chain

 Circulating Supply is the amount of tokens from
the total supply that are available to buy, sell or

trade in the market.
 

Circulating Supply = Market Cap/Price



We have implemented the ability to bridge Kishimoto tokens across different
networks into our Ecosystem. Holders are currently able to bridge between

Ethereum & Binance Smart Chain networks.
 

The purpose of implementing a bridge into our ecosystem allows holders the
ability to utilize arbitrage price action across both networks, including our
current staking pools located on Unicrypt - these offer two separate pools

supporting each chain offering higher and lower APR % returns. By utilizing our
bridge, stakers can take advantage of the higher rewarded staking pools and

then bridge back at the end of the term if so desired. 

BRIDGING MADE EASY

As part of our extensive roadmap we will be launching
our native token Kishimoto on the Polygon network.

This will also be incorporated as our third chain
utilizing our bridge. The main purpose of utilizing

Polygon will be as the supporting network for
Ascension - our Open World Role Playing Game. This

will allow for minimal transaction fees when
harvesting in-game rewards. The in-game items

collected during play will be Polygon NFTs tradable
with other players as well as on OpenSea and other

supporting platforms.



We locked our liquidity on both the Ethereum and Binance
Smart Chain networks for three months. Our liquidity lock will
increase in thresholds based on market capital increasing. We

understand the importance of safety in this space and to
provide reassurance to our community, we made the decision to

lock our liquidity for this period of time.
 

Ethereum Lock:
 

https://app.unicrypt.network/amm/uni-
v2/pair/0xa3bde90b41e04c568051ba22043298926900fda5

 
Binance Smart Chain Lock:

 
https://app.unicrypt.network/amm/pancake-

v2/pair/0x1837ebc4c51c43bf5232318c34520e552a920a87

LIQUIDITY LOCK
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OUR ECOSYSTEM

The Kishimoto ecosystem is built on the foundations of our
utilities. Introducing the four elements powering our future:

 
 Virtual Reality 3D NFT Marketplace, Play to Earn Open

World Gaming, Virtual Private Network and Passive Income
Modules. These are the elements that connect our

ecosystem through its evolution.
 

Our vision is clear, transparent and forever evolving.
Adapt, Improvise & Overcome.

 



VIRTUAL REALITY 3D
NFT MARKERTPLACE

Introduced into our ecosystem in March 2022, our 3D NFT
Marketplace welcomes a vibrant 3D surrounding showcasing the
Kishimoto NFT collections. Buying & selling NFTs and many more
surprise elements will soon be included. The 3D NFT Marketplace

will be a one-off metaverse for NFT artists to explore and
showcase their collections.

INTRODUCING BETA VERSION

INTRODUCING VIRTUAL REALITY

We are currently upgrading our marketplace from our BETA
version and implementing Virtual Reality into our very own

Metaverse, thereby allowing users to gain a sense of freedom and  
adventure whilst exploring our expansion. We will be presenting a

brand new design and presentation of our marketplace in due
course.



ASCENSION RPG

Integrating gaming into our ecosystem with the help of highly skilled
game developers is at the forefront of our roadmap. Our play-to-earn
game will be introduced into the Kishimoto ecosystem in Q4 of 2022.

Our play-to-earn game has been in development since December
2021 and will incorporate the Kishimoto NFT collections. 

 
*Only Genesis Kishi Ninja NFT holders will have 

exclusive first access to the game*

WHAT TO EXPECT?

INTRODUCING OPEN WORLD GAMING

Introducing an Open World Role Playing Game (RPG) with Player vs
Player (PvP) and Player vs Everyone (PvE) aspects to benefit both
styles of play. This will give users the ability to gain new skills and
attributes as they progress on their journey. The development of

the game will be forever expanding. Our new supporting
tokenomics will ensure the expansions are implemented in future

updates. Items you obtain during your time in Ascension will
become Polygon NFTs for OpenSea trading with other players.



VIRTUAL PRIVATE NETWORK

WHAT IS A VIRTUAL PRIVATE NETWORK?

Virtual Private Network services establish secure and encrypted
connections to provide greater privacy and security than a secure

Wi-Fi hotspot or regular internet connection.

WHY USE A VIRTUAL PRIVATE NETWORK?

When you are using a Virtual Private Network, not even your internet
service provider (ISP) can see what you are doing. Use a VPN to stay

protected at home or on the road, especially when you are using public
Wi-Fi hotspots.

WHY USE OUR VIRTUAL PRIVATE NETWORK?

You will be able to purchase your subscription in a unique way that
doesn't require any personal information. This provides greater security

while you stay anonymous, protecting your privacy even further. This
unique process unlocks complete anonymity to the desired users. Our

VPN application will be available on PC, Mac, iOS and Android



PASSIVE INCOME MODULES

The foundations of Kishimoto started with staking. Our ecosystem
will grant opportunity to both Ethereum & Binance Smart Chain

investors eager to make their investment work for them. 
 

We have introduced staking Kishimoto for Kishimoto on Unicrypt.
The purpose of our staking module is to provide investors the

ability to maximise their current holdings for the passive income
modules that lay ahead for alternative projects.

 
The current staking module allows you to either lock your tokens
for a boost in rewards or alternatively remain unlocked without a
boost. This particular module will last for three months giving you

the ability to accumulate more Kishimoto tokens on both
supporting chains (Ethereum & Binance Smart Chain). 

 
Once this module concludes we will open further options of
staking for reputable projects we have vetted personally as

explained in this section. 
 

UNICRYPT STAKING ETH & BSC
KISHIMOTO FOR KISHIMOTO



PASSIVE INCOME MODULES

Part of our ambitions are allowing consumers to diversify their
portfolios utilizing Kishimoto Tokens. Our team have always been

great supporters of providing our investors with the opportunity to
maximize their portfolios with other vetted projects that have

extensive long term ambitions within crypto.
 

The process of staking will consist of locking your tokens into our
passive income modules for a selected duration of time. Once the

pool has expired you will retrieve your tokens along with your
generated rewards over the threshold you agreed to enter.

 
The chronicles of Kishimoto's staking will provide our investors

with colossal opportunities to diversify as part of our new journey,
and we are passionate to continue these milestones that our team

has already achieved. 
 
 

DIVERSIFY WITH KISHIMOTO



CHRONICLES OF KISHIMOTO
STAKING

Our development team have always been passionate about giving
back to our community. The staking modules were a primary focus

from the moment they were integrated into our ecosystem in
November 2021.  

 
The idea of diversification spanned from success within the team

through their own journeys in crypto. Our chronicles began with a ten
day staking event giving our investors opportunity to accumulate

Kishimoto tokens by staking their Kishimoto tokens.
 

Briefly after the expiration of the ten day staking event, we
introduced a sixty-day pool granting exclusive rewards to our

community in our $1,000,000 Saitama staking event.
 

Once the Saitama staking event concluded our team introduced
passive income modules for our former governance token Katsumi in

February 2022. 90% of the entire supply of Katsumi tokens was
reserved exclusively for staking rewards which were only obtained by

by staking Kishimoto tokens in a flexible staking event. 
 

 To diversify even further, we created the Katsumi Emerald Pools
staking event which provided multiple different modules for staking

the newly earned Katsumi tokens for projects such as Sharity,
Serenity, Dream, Lyst, Para and Medi Token. 



GENESIS NFT COLLECTION

Our Genesis NFT Collection is recognized as the iconic chronicles of our
ecosystem - 10,000 unique digital collectibles existing on the Ethereum

Blockchain. Each of our Genesis NFT Collection grants exclusive early access
to our highly anticipated Open World Role Playing Game - Ascension.

 
Minting a Kishi Ninja NFT acts as your entry to the most prestigious

Blockchain Community ever built.
Adoption Fee: 0.05 ETH + Gas

 



The Kishi Ninjas Genesis Collection was incorporated into our ecosystem
in November 2021. We implemented these unique anime digital assets as

part of our long term ambitions. 
 

The foundations of the Genesis Collection were designed specifically to be
implemented into our Open World Role Playing Game, granting exclusive

access to those who obtain one of our NFTs to enter our game.
 

The Genesis Collection consists of 10,000 collectibles. We recognize these
as the most desirable assets available due to their limited supply - the

true chronicles of our Ecosystem.
 

 The Kishi Ninjas Genesis Collection contains different rarity tiers. The
more desirable NFTs contain ninja stars consisting of either Bronze, Silver,
Gold or Platinum stars. The higher the rarity tier, the more in-game perks

you will receive in the expansions that follow.
 

GENESIS NFT COLLECTION



GENESIS COMMUNITY 
 GIVEAWAY

Our ambitions are to put our community first. Our colossal giveaway
has altered from benefiting an individual to benefiting a community.

The previous $200,000 incentive has now been replaced by fifty
winners of $4,000 each once our Genesis Kishi Ninja Collection hits

the 5,000 mint milestone.
 

WHO IS ELIGIBLE? 
 

Obtain one of our Kishi Ninja NFTs through minting directly from our
website or purchasing from our official opensea. The Token ID for

your Kishi Ninja NFT is your qualifying entry to our incentive.
Multiple entries also qualify for our incentive, the more you collect

the more opportunities you have of winning in our prize draw. 
 

Our team will host an event selecting the winners at random during
the event, if your Token ID is selected you win. 



NEMESIS NFT COLLECTION

The Nemesis NFT Collection is another element in our forever evolving
ecosystem which will also be incorporated into Ascension as part of our

roadmap origins. This collection represents the strength and tenacity of our
community.  

 
The Nemesis Collection consists of 8,888 exclusive NFT collectibles that will
live on the Ethereum Blockchain. Nemesis' has been incorporated to benefit
the Kishimoto Ecosystem, granting exclusive staking for Kishimoto Tokens. 

 
The mechanics of staking is implemented by utilizing funds generated from

minting, to provide essential buy backs of Kishimoto tokens in thresholds
when NFTs are minted, utilizing every aspect of the collection to benefit our

native token by buying tokens and distributing to those staking Nemesis
NFTs.  

 
The traits are programmatically assigned but manually drawn giving each

artwork a distinct identity and lending added value to the Kishimoto
Community. Your Nemesis NFT is your clan membership - it unlocks exclusive
perks and grants you preferential access to events that celebrate the spirited

nature of our community.
 

Adoption Fee - 0.15 ETH + Gas



LAUNCHED 18TH OCTOBER 2021 
LIQUIDITY LOCKED FOR THREE MONTHS
WHITEPAPER PUBLISHED
V1 & V2 CONTRACTS AUDITED BY TECH RATE 
BILLBOARD IN NYC TIMES SQUARE
SAITAMA CONNECT MIAMI EVENT 
DUBAI CRYPTO EXPO EXHIBITORS 
LAUNCHED ON ETHEREUM & BINANCE SMART CHAIN
PROJECT REBRANDED 
V2 MIGRATION COMPLETED
BRAND NEW WEBSITE PUBLISHED

UTILITIES 

KISHISWAP V1
KISHIMOTO STAKING PLATFORMS FOR MULTIPLE PROJECTS
CROSS-BRIDGE PLATFORM TO SWAP TOKENS BETWEEN ETHEREUM & BSC
GENESIS NFT STAKING
NEMESIS NFT STAKING
VIRTUAL PRIVATE NETWORK - VPN
BETA NFT MARKETPLACE
3D NFT MARKETPLACE WITH VIRTUAL REALITY COMPATIBILITY
ASCENSION - OPEN WORLD ROLE PLAYING GAME

NFTS 

10,000 GENESIS KISHI NINJA NFTS - EXCLUSIVE ACCESS TO OUR OPEN WORLD ROLE PLAYING GAME
8,888 NEMESIS NFT COLLECTION WITH KISHIMOTO TOKEN STAKING & COMMUNITY BUYBACKS

DONATIONS/REWARD HOLDERS

15 ETH DONATION TO MANNY PACQUIAO FOUNDATION
1 ETH TO ST. JUDE'S HOSPITAL
520 ETH IN BUYBACKS 
500 TRILLION KISHIMOTO STAKING EVENT 
$1,000,000 SAITAMA STAKING EVENT 
1.25 QUADRILLION DEVS TOKEN GIVEAWAY TO TSUZUKI HOLDERS AND ETH KISHIMOTO HOLDERS
90% KATSUMI CIRCULATING SUPPLY TO HOLDERS EXCLUSIVELY THROUGH STAKING
$200,000 GENESIS COMMUNITY GIVEAWAY WHEN KISHI NINJAS HITS 5,000 MINTS
UNICRYPT STAKING FOR KISHIMOTO ETHEREUM & BINANCE SMART CHAIN INVESTORS

EXCHANGES & LISTINGS

CG AND CMC LISTING  
1ST CEX LISTINGS - HOTBIT 
2ND CEX LISTING - BKEX 
3RD CEX LISTING - LBANK 
4TH CEX LISTING - XT EXCHANGE 
RADIOSHACK LISTING
SAITAPRO LISTING

THE CHRONICLES OF V1 & V2




